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Black desert online warrior pvp guide

The warrior was one of the first classes to appear on Korean and then Russian official Black Desert servers. This is partly due to his popularity among dengamers. However, this class appealed to users and for a number of other reasons. So why does he love the regulars of the Black Desert universe? What is it? Krieger is a typical melee fighter who is a
master of one-handed weapons and defends with a shield. As with other mile classes, such as Swordmaster or Valkyrie, it should not be considered a full-fledged tank. After all, there are simply no such ones in the Black Desert. The game is based on the use of simple combo including the use of cold weapons and hand-to-hand. And the shield helps him
block the blows of the opponents. All of this makes it useful both in the fight against mobs and in PvP. And effective character of this class is not only solo. He is also able to bring many advantages to the party. The main source of the warrior's energy - anger that accumulates perfectly after using basic attacks. The pros and cons of the class When comparing
a warrior to the same barbarian, they play a little more difficult. This is due to the painterly combo in Arsenal and the fewpoints of life. In general, the warrior is very similar in the way the Valkyrie, Blader and Maeva are fought. Due to the good agility, the ability to deal impressive damage (on individual targets or groups of enemies) and the ability to block
attacks with a shield, the warrior can become one of the best in melee combat. But to do this, it is necessary to swing and equip properly, as well as Store with HP bottles during the early stages of the game. But after a relatively small pumping warrior will become an effective fighter, both in a single game, and in the company of friends. As far as PvP is
concerned, only barbarians and sorceress will be able to deal with representatives of this class. And either in the presence of a better equivalent or more directly and grows from the right place of hands.      Key Skills Depending on the gameplay and emphasis of PvE or PvP, pumping a warrior may be different. But there are a number of key skills that only
need to be developed anyway: capture and throw. Literally puts opponents on the back. Pumped primarily as it will be a good help in PvE, and in battles with other players in conjunction with the four skills below. The sound of the earth. It will help to gather a group of mobs and at the same time, they will not get too close. It is sufficient to pump per unit.
Preparation for the defense. It is necessary for a block of hand-to-hand attacks and accumulation of anger. Cut. This will significantly increase the damage. It is not necessary to pump this ability too much, but at least one for each warrior is only masthev. A penetrating blow. It will alienate the enemy and replenish the points of life. Explosive strike (available
from level 25). Increases damage to the group of enemies and allows you to hit much harder targets. A crusher (available from level 30). Do not hurry to use it without the crystal pumping on the same level. The damage of this skill is designed for a group of enemies and PvP, but it's too early to think about fighting with other users when playing warriors.
Pump and to the thirty-seventh level, by all means, collect 27 points of skill. The last wound (available from level 37). A key skill in the development of a warrior. It is to activate it and use the points collected earlier. It will deal great damage in three waves, the latter of which is the most powerful. Thanks to this ability, it is possible to cope with relatively strong
mobs even when attacking in large groups. The evolution of the warrior depends on the direction. If you want to fight with other characters - use the appropriate tactics and focus on PvP.      Weapon and equipment As with other militias, it is extremely important for the warrior to increase accuracy. Otherwise, why would he do a lot of damage if he misses all
the time? The basis of the Eclipse is the black set. And from the weapon to the fiftieth plane, it makes sense to use the sword of Kalli, which Liberto is not inferior in many ways. After reaching the halfway point, Liberto is still hard to get, so he will be replaced for a while by the sword of Yuri. We use the Pengochi as a shield. But the bij must combine, focusing
on things from the set of pares, which can be complemented with earrings, belt and necklace Kallis. Sharpening and awakening to sharpen a warrior's gear is necessary depending on how you play: either mobility and catch-up, or the amount of HP and survival. But with the awakening, everything is very clear. It is best for this class to catch the vampire.      A
what Result? The warrior becomes a wonderful damage generator and not just a kind of analog of tank. He is very mobile, works well as a team and alone. In the initial stages of grinding, they are not very interested because of the high consumption of bottles. But when you reach the thirty-seventh level, it turns into a real machine for pharmaceuticals, and
after the fiftieth level in all its glory, pvP will manifest itself. Fans of MMORPG around the world are getting mad at Black Desert. And there is absolutely nothing surprising about it - &gt;&gt; one of the most important things about Black Desert, as in other MICIPG, is the choice of type of fit, &gt;&gt; As in many other IMORPG, Black Desert does not have
specific goals to achieve it, to say that the &gt;&gt; Barbarian was one of the first classes in the game Black Desert , both in Korean and Russian servers. , and the &gt;&gt; Warrior became one of the first classes to appear on the Korean and then Russian official servers of the Black Desert. Partly, &gt;&gt; For a long time, the archer on Korean and Japanese
servers Black Desert was the top class in PvP. This is because the &gt;&gt; witch, who Russian-speaking gamers often call sorka or spells, many love agility, good damage and good survival rates.  &gt;&gt; Mystic, or Tamer, as he is often referred to as the regulars of the Russian-language servers of the Black Desert, is rightly considered one of the most
controversial &gt;&gt; Masters of the Sword (in the Russian version of BDO), originally known as Ronin, or Blader, is one of the most interesting &gt;&gt; One of the main features of the Black Desert is that the sex of the character is strict. , Class. In other words, the Barbarians &gt;&gt; the barbaric &gt;&gt;
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